Call for English Learner Methods Videos

Educators across the state have been effectively supporting English learners (ELs) through this challenging season in remote, in-person, and concurrent instructional settings. The TEA English Learner Support Division would like to highlight these effective practices and provide examples for all teachers of English learners who are looking to increase their instructional support of ELs.

TEA is seeking video clips of instruction with English learners that is aligned to our new resource: 5 Instructional Methods for Teachers of English Learners During Remote Learning. Selected videos will be added to our EL Web Portal for statewide access, providing specific examples for how to engage and support ELs in any learning environment.

WE WANT TO FEATURE YOU ON OUR NEW EL WEB PORTAL!

Check out further details on the application process and guidelines, and submit your application.

Questions?
Email Xochitl.Rocha@tea.texas.gov